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OUR VISION

Inland’s vision is growth – for our customers, 
our team members, our supply partners and 
our community. Inland creates the 
environment in which opportunities can be 
discovered and nurtured, and potential can 
be realized.

-  To be a reliable, trusted partner, customers can
   depend on and help them realize aspiration
   they have for their brand
-  To form collaborative relationships, focusing all
   available resources on a customer’s packaging
   challenge
-  To seek new solutions, processes and 
   opportunities within the packaging market by  
   constantly advancing our capabilities
-  To nurture, inspire and develop individual 
   employees so they receive personal satisfaction
   from their work
-  To create an open, respectful environment
   where information is shared, and teamwork is
   encouraged
-  To improve our community by contributing to
   its economic, social and environmental life, as
   an organization and as individuals
-  To integrate continuous process improvement, 
   standardization and analysis into every area of
   our operations
-  To distinguish ourselves with breakthroughs
   that produce exceptional customer solutions

MISSION & VISION

OUR MISSION 



ENVIRONMENTAL VISION

At Inland, we recognize that being a sustainable company is an 
ongoing process and we are dedicated to continually pursuing 
improvements to it. Our vision is to reduce the negative impact 
we have on our environment and help our communities while also 
improving our products and services for our customers. By 
making sustainability a primary focus, we help ensure that 
resources are plentiful and available for generations to come. 
Because of our remarkable innovation and creativity, Inland is able 
to continue to lead the industry in sustainable practices.

Sustainable manufacturing is defined as the creation of manufactured products through 
economically-sound processes that minimize negative environmental impacts while conserving 
energy and natural resources. To fulfill consumer expectations, Inland has developed a model 
that utilizes sustainable label materials, production techniques, and processes to be successful 
in the marketplace. We aim to incorporate sustainable business practices not only internally, but 
externally with vendors and clients. 

A growing number of companies are treating sustainability as a top objective in their strategy 
and operations to increase growth and global competitiveness. We have spent more than a 
decade developing a production model that utilizes sustainable packaging materials, techniques 
and processes.

Inland’s sustainability model consists of three key components:

-   Business Processes
-   Waste Reduction
-   Supplier Sustainability Alignment and Support



BUSINESS PROCESSES

It is important that Inland’s sustainability efforts begin within our own company. By modifying 
business processes to become more environmentally friendly, we reduce resource use while 
either maintaining or increasing capacity and production. Our business process improvements 
focus on improved technology, regional production and delivery, and production efficiency and 
improvement measures. 

Not only is waste management and reduction an important part of good manufacturing 
processes, it plays a key role in Inland’s sustainability journey. Finding new and alternative 
materials as well as introducing new equipment and processes that can eliminate raw 
material use and therefore reduce overall waste are all part of our standard processes. Reducing 
raw materials and reducing waste help keep our operations running efficiently and costs 
controlled. This translates to more competitive pricing for our customer partners as well as 
reducing our overall company environmental footprint. 

WASTE REDUCTION



SUPPLIER SUSTAINABILITY
ALIGNMENT AND SUPPORT

Inland recognizes and understands the importance of collaborating with suppliers whose 
sustainable business practices align with our own. We choose suppliers who are responsible 
and put forth a conscious effort to maintain the environment to ensure that our efforts to 
produce sustainably are maximized. By partnering with responsible supplier partners, we can 
make certain that every effort is being made to minimize our environmental footprint and in 
turn, that of our customers.

Sustainability is about responsible growth; reducing our 
impact on the environment; while protecting the safety of 

our employees, customers and community.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

If there is one thing that I can say about sustainability it is that it has been built into our 
business practices for many years. Before the word “Sustainability” became a part of our 
vocabulary, Inland was implementing manufacturing practices that not only improved 
production efficiencies and reduced or kept costs neutral, but that also would be considered 
sustainable practices by today’s standards. 

Today, Inland continues to believe in the importance of reducing our overall impact while 
continuing to exceed our customers’ expectations for quality, efficiency and service. 

While we have always had a focus on reducing our impact on the environment, we recognize 
the need for a formal commitment. Inland’s overall goal is to continue to reduce, or stay 
neutral, as volumes increase, where it makes sense for the business. This includes water use, 
natural gas use, electrical use, and landfill waste reduction. 

Our vision is to grow our company, to expand jobs in our local communities and provide 
labels and products for key consumer brands across North America. In order to do that, we 
need to continue to increase the volume of product that is going out our doors as well as 
add manufacturing equipment and facilities.

Our sustainability goals, therefore, 
consider the volume of product going 
through our facilities year over year as we 
track against our objectives. 

Sustainability is most certainly a journey 
and not a single goal to achieve. Inland 
Packaging is committed to continually 
striving to become a better steward in 
protecting our environment. 

Mark Glendenning
CEO & 3rd Generation Owner
Inland Packaging



OBJECTIVE RESULTS 2020

OBJECTIVE 1: VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND 
(VOC) REDUCTION - LA CROSSE, WI

-   VOC outputs in our La Crosse facilities are approaching the limits of our current air 
    permitting due to increased production and additional equipment installations. The 
    desired outcome would be to adjust our processes and materials that drive VOC 
    emissions to enable Inland to continue to grow while decreasing our overall VOC 
    emissions, i.e. have more production output from these facilities and add additional 
    production facilities in La Crosse, while operating under existing air permit thresholds.

-   Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) use was targeted. This chemical is used primarily for cleaning
    presses between production runs, washing the press rollers and other miscellaneous
    cleaning processes.

-  A project was initiated to investigate cleaning solution alternatives that had lower or no
   alcohol content, which drives VOC output.  The alternative solutions must perform at a 
   level that allows Inland to maintain production requirements for performance and
   meet/exceed product specifications and quality requirements.  It was important to 
   address VOC output but not negatively impact throughput, efficiencies, waste and 
   quality.

-  Three alternatives were trialed extensively at Inland’s La Crosse facilities, with one 
   solution ultimately performing at or above existing IPA standards.

Reduce VOC output across offset printing process

Outcome:
- VOC output was reduced by over 27%, with 
implementation of the new solution 
beginning mid-year 2020.  We project an 
additional reduction in 2021 and beyond.



OBJECTIVE 2: LANDFILL WASTE REDUCTION

-  Evaluate all existing product waste, and waste streams and identify opportunities for waste
   to be redirected from landfill to recycling streams

-  Chemical drums were identified as a potential target as current suppliers will not recycle
   drums with non-hazardous chemical residue remaining inside.  These drums were being
   compacted and sent to landfill.

Reduce landfill waste by redirecting to appropriate 
recycling streams

Outcome:
-   A new recycling vendor was identified that would take
    empty drums containing non-hazardous chemical
    residue for recycling

-  Landfill waste was reduced by 3,520 lbs. annually
   for 1 chemical with additional opportunities/
   chemicals identified for reduction in 2021

OBJECTIVE 3: VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND 
(VOC) - NEENAH, WI 

Reduce VOC output across flexographic printing processes
-  Initiatives to find alternative chemistry with lower VOC output without negatively impacting
   throughput, efficiencies, waste and quality

-  Cleaning solvents used within the facility was identified as a possible project initiative

-  Testing was conducted with lower VOC cleaning solutions and alternatives until a viable
   product was identified

Outcome:
-  VOC emissions were reduced by 6.5% annually year over year



FACILITY UPDATES THAT INCLUDE:

-  The replacement of halogen and fluorescent lighting with energy efficient LED fixtures
    and bulbs
-  Motion-sensor installation in public/meeting areas, employee offices, and warehouse areas
   to reduce energy consumption
-  Replacing bathroom fixtures including the installation of low-flow toilets and 
   motion-sensor water faucets and urinals to reduce water usage

ADDITIONAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS



IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL LANDFILL WASTE
REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES
-  Matrix Recycling Program
-  Chemical Drum Recycling
-  Scrap System Waste Recycling
-  Baler installation at two La Crosse facilities

2021+ IMPROVEMENT
INITIATIVES

LED Lighting Installation
-  New Breezy Point facility
-  Modify existing facilities

Decrease Carbon Emissions
-  Baler installation at two La Crosse facilities

Investigation of Alternative Energy Solutions
-  Solar energy as a secondary power source
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